• Elevate customer
experience
• Improve
performance
and quality
• Leverage predictive
analytics
• Increase labour
efficiency
• Reduce costs
and waste

Introducing smart
technology that
takes washroom and
facility maintenance
to a whole new level.

Replace antiquated, paper-based washroom
cleaning records with WandaNEXT TM, the intelligent
washroom monitoring device that creates a next-level
customer experience.
The interactive WandaNEXT TM commercial grade tablet
enables washroom patrons to identify areas that need
attention and cleaning teams to report on cleaning activities
and supply replenishment.
WandaNEXT TM records and analyzes data to deliver critical
insights for more proactive and efficient facility maintenance.
Its robust analytics engine empowers facility managers to set
replenishment thresholds, response time standards, trafficbased cleaning schedules and more.

Increase Quality
WandaNEXT TM provides real time,
actionable data that enables
facility managers to solve
problems BEFORE they become
customer or tenant complaints.

The WandaNEXT TM analytics dashboard highlights areas of
concern, how quickly staff respond to customer alerts, and
how that performance compares to previous days, weeks,
months, or years. That means you can implement better
cleaning practices, improved scheduling, and faster response
times to customer concerns.

Reduce Risk
Detailed reporting provides audit capability so you can
validate that cleaning standards and timing in your facilities
meet all public health and safety requirements.

Make an Impression

Where’s WandaNEXT TM?

Perception is everything. By installing WandaNEXT TM, you
demonstrate care and commitment to ensuring your facilities
are clean and maintained to the highest standard.

Airports and High-traffic Venues
Let clean, well-maintained facilities and your commitment
to customer experience be the first thing travelers and
visitors see when they fly into your city or attend meetings at
your conference centre. WandaNEXT TM can be installed in
any area requiring cleaning, from washrooms to baggage
handling and waiting areas.

Optimize Performance and Efficiency
Cleaning staff required to enter duties performed and supplies
used into WandaNEXT TM develop greater accountability.
Satisfaction data associated with task completion enables
you to manage staff performance, focus training on specific
improvement areas and refine cleaning schedules.

Reduce Cost and Waste
WandaNEXT TM provides vital insights into traffic patterns,
cleaning task time requirements and supply use, which enable
you to improve quality, efficiency and labour utilization.
As a result, you can reduce or better manage both costs
and waste.

Commercial Buildings
Maximize tenant satisfaction and building occupancy
levels by demonstrating the highest standards of quality
for washroom maintenance and cleanliness. Washroom
cleanliness is one of the leading contributors to employee
satisfaction in the work environment, and that translates into
satisfied tenants and longer lease term commitments.
Shopping Centres and Retailers
Improve and enhance customer experience, elevate
perception and promote longer and more frequent visits to
shopping malls and large retail stores. That not only generates
higher sales per customer visit, but creates positive word of
mouth and attracts new customers.
Hospitals
Minimize the spread of infection and ensure adherence to
legislated public health requirements. WandaNEXT TM is ideal
for healthcare settings to ensure washrooms are continually
cleaned and sanitized as needed, and according to required
schedules

Product Features
• WandaNEXT TM is a complete solution containing software,
hardware and mounting units, with optional peoplecounting sensors.
• The WandaNEXT TM touchscreen has a silver ion-infused,
antimicrobial overlay that will not harbour bacteria.
• The 15 inch touchscreen provides dedicated space for
advertising, public service announcements or branding.
• Traffic-based alert settings and auto-replenishment
notifications enable facility managers to proactively address
issues before they become tenant or customer complaints.

WandaNEXT TM can be connected
to your facility’s network, or via
Wi-Fi or cellular. The system offers
optional people counting units
for traffic reporting and generates
usage-based service alerts.

A University research study
confirmed that installing
WandaNEXT TM in certain public
washrooms resulted in those
washrooms being perceived as
being significantly cleaner than
washrooms without the system
in place*.
*2015, University of Alberta, Alberta, Canada

Showcase best-in-class facility management and maintenance with
WandaNEXT TM - ask for your demonstration today!
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